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ABSTRACT

Changes of Wage Differentials by Occupations
and Educational Qualifications in Hong Kong :
Analysis and Implications for Public Policy

by

WONG Wai Chung Gary

Master of Philosophy

The dramatic increase in the wage differentials between skilled and unskilled
workers observed in many developed countries have received much attention from
economists. In Hong Kong, however, few empirical studies have been carried out to
explain the growing wage gap. This study uses both published and unpublished data
to investigate the trend of wage gaps between occupational classifications and
educational qualifications, and to test a variety of hypotheses about the sources of
rising wage gaps. The results show that the wage differential by skill levels decreased
in the first half of the 1980s, began to increase in the late 1980s, and the increase has
accelerated during the early 1990s. By using the method of cointegration analysis, I
found that the share of manufacturing employment in the total employment, the
capital labour ratio, the effective exchange rate, and domestic export of
manufacturing goods as a percent of GDP share the same long-run trend with the
wage gaps, and therefore can be treated as the factors contributing to the widening
wage inequality in Hong Kong.
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Introduction

Hong Kong has experienced rising income inequality in the last two
decades. Income inequality as measured by the Gini-coefficient shows d steady
increase from 0.43 in 1976 to 0.518 in 1996 (Census & Statistics Dept., 1997a). One
frequently cited factor for the increase of income inequality in Hong Kong is the
widening earnings gap between unskilled and skilled workers and that between the
less educated and the more educated workers (Suen^ 1995a). A similar pattern of
change in the earnings gap has also been found in many developed countries, such as
in the US and in the UK (Levy & Murnane, 1992; Gregg and Manning, 1997).
The sharp increase in the wage differentials between skilled and unskilled
workers observed in many developed countries has received much attention from
economists. A large amount of literature has identified a variety of explanations for
the widening wage gap, such as de-industrialization, skill-biased technology change,
and increased international competition. In Hong Kong, although the issue of
inequality has been widely discussed among academics, there is no comprehensive
study documenting a clear trend of wage inequality. Moreover, few empirical studies
have been carried out to account for the rising wage gap due to lack of data. Those
who managed to do so (for example Suen 1995a) were forced to use discontinuous
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time series data from various years of the Population Census. The results therefore
could be seriously affected by data problems. It is noteworthy that Suen's (1995a)
study has made some important contribution to inequality analysis. It pointed out the
importance of economic restmcturing in explaining inequality, while the relationship
between them has not been adequately analyzed and still remains to be established.
In addition, adverse market conditions for the unskilled workers are
generally believed to be a main cause for the rapid increase in the case of
Comprehensive Social Security Assistance (CSSA) for the unemployed in recent
years This issue has aroused much debate among the public. Government officials
have expressed their worry that the payment of CSSA may attract some able-bodied
adults to seek government assistance, while others argued that the amount of
payment is socially unacceptable and even may keep many of the unemployed in
poverty. So, there is an obvious need for a study that illuminates how labour market
change has turned more and more unfavorable to those with limited education or
skills in terms of relative wage change and employment opportunities would allow us
to evaluate various policy alternatives. Therefore, this study aims to answer the
following questions:

2
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1. What is the trend in earnings gap between skilled and unskilled workers ?
2/Which factors are responsible for the rising earnings gap ? Did Hong Kong share
the same experience with western countries ?
3. What policy package is appropriate in light of the findings
In this study, I use both published and unpublished time-series data to
investigate the trend of wage gaps by occupational groupings and educational
qualifications. My method follows closely that of Boijas and Ramey (1994)， that is
the cointegration analysis of time-series data.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter Two reviews the
previous literature on wage inequality studies and discusses how the concept of skill
can be measured. Chapter Three presents the data set as well as the overall pictures
of the labour market in Hong Kong, focusing first on the changing wage gaps and
then on the economic restructuring and the employment patterns in Hong Kong since
1980s. Chapter Four covers the methodology employed in my thesis and the
theoretical explanations for the increasing wage gap in the case of Hong Kong.
Chapter Five takes up the econometric analysis and discussion of the results. The
following chapter contains an evaluation of current policy in assisting the unskilled
workers and offers policy recommendation. I conclude my thesis in chapter Seven.
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Literature Review

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part demonstrates how
economists measure the concept of skill by different indicators. The second part
reviews the explanations for the growing wage gaps. In the face of the dramatic
increase in the wage differential between skilled and unskilled workers observed in
many developed countries during the 80s, a variety of explanations have been offered.
Three hypotheses have received the most attention from economists. They are, 1) the
de-industrialization hypothesis, 2) the international competition hypothesis, and 3)
the skill-biased technological change hypothesis. I will discuss their theoretical link
and empirical evidence in this chapter

2.1

The measurement of skill
One could use four indicators of skill. They are a) wages that workers

received, b) educational levels, c) experience, and d) occupation. Each measure has
its own advantages and disadvantages. The following paragraphs provide a
comparison among them.
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Wage as an indicator of s k ill:
In a competitive labour market, wages are paid at workers marginal

productivity. Different wage levels, in principle, should reflect the difference in
workers, productivity， which corresponds to different skill levels among workers.
Therefore, skilled and unskilled workers can be defined by wage quintiles, for
example, top 10 percent vs. bottom 10 percent quintile wage (Juhn, Murphy & Pierce
1993; Juhn & Murphy 1994.). The obvious advantage of this indicator is that all
types， quantity and quality of skill can be measured by a single variable， regardless
of how these skills were acquired, including formal or informal education, on-the-job
training, and in-born.
The limitation of this indicator is that, even in a competitive labour market,
wage differences may not solely reflect differences in skill levels. For example, wage
differences may be due to the compensation for the differences in job characteristics,
such as risk and comfort. Some institutional factors, like union membership and
minimum wage legislation, may also create wage difference among workers with
identical characteristics. Moreover， the relation between skills and wages may
change over time as the pattern of supply and demand for particular skills shift
continually. Therefore， the wages received by workers may only reflect the market
values of skills and may not tell anything about the levels of skills. For example，
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wage differentials would decrease even with no change in skill differentials if a lot of
unskilled workers leave the labour market. Besides, labour markets are not always
competitive, so workers may be paid less than their marginal product, such as in the
case of 'monopsony labour markets,. Finally, for wage to serve as an indicator of
skill requires prefect labour mobility. Otherwise， wage differences among identical
workers would come to exist between industries.

II.

Educational level as an indicator of s k ill:
The level of education received by workers has been widely used as an

indicator of skill in many studies (Blackburn^ Bloom & Freeman 1990; Murphy &
Welch 1993a; Braver & Hickok 1994). This indicator can offer a more direct and
precise measure of skill than that of occupation and wage levels, despite some
weaknesses. The first weakness of this indicator is that， even within the same
educational level, skill would vary according to the quality of education, and the
courses chosen. Many studies showed that wage variations within the same education
level was on

压

growing trend ( Burtless 1990; Juhn^ Murphy & Piercm 1993), This，

to a certain extent， implies a widening gap between skill levels among workers with
identical education level. More important, educational level emphasizes more on the
aspect of formal human capital investment, so it reflects only the qualities acquired
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from formal education system^ while ignoring skills acquired from other forms of
human capital investment which are particularly important for manual workers in
manufacturing industry, such as apprenticeships. Basically, a manual craftsman can
be upgraded to a skilled worker through extensive on-the-job training. So, to a
certain extent, educational measure of skill does not tell us enough about the skill
level of the manufacturing labour force.

III.

Experience as an indicator of skill:
Experience is generally measured by the length of employment history and

can be proxied by age. Older workers generally should have a higher level of skill
than younger entrants (see for example, Welch 1979; Burtless 1990). Researchers
thus always classify workers by their ages in addition to educational groupings,
indicating the importance of workers' experience in explaining their corresponding
skill levels. However, experience measured by age may overstate a worker's skill
level because of discontinuous working history which is common among female
workers. Moreover, some working experience would become outdated and its
economic value would decline during economic restructuring. So, worker*s age as a
measure of skill, in this circumstance, would overestimate its economic value.
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Occupation as an indicator of s k ill:
Occupation can be used as an indicator of skill because different

occupations require different educational backgrounds and training An example is
the distinction between professional and managerial workers on the one hand, and
operatives on the other hand. Howell and Wolflf (1991, p487) developed a way to link
occupations to skills. They defined a job as a nset o f tasks requiring some
combination o f motor skills (manual dexterity, motor coordifration), interpersonal
skill,

organizational

and

managerial

skills

(leaderships,

autonomy

and

responsibility), verbal and language skills, diagnostic skills (synthetic reasoning
abilities), and analytical skills (mathematical and logical reasoning abilities).*'
According to this view, workers* skill levels can be classified by their occupational
rank (e g. see Bluckbum, Bloom & Freeman 1990; Gittleman 1994). An
Occupational rank may be a better indicator than formal education in the sense that it
emphasizes more on the aspect of informal human capital investment, therefore, it
can capture training acquired outside the formal education system, such as on-the-job
training. However, the occupation classifications are often very broad and may
constitute a wider variation of skill levels within the same occupation.
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Possible causes for the widening earnings gap

I,

Supply-side factors

i)

Baby boomers hypothesis

The relative earnings of different population groups would be affected by the
changes in demographic characteristics of labour force. Early studies on inequality in
the US， for example Welch (1979) showed that the rising returns to experience was
mainly due to a large increase in the proportion of baby boomers in the labour force.
A disproportionate increase in the supply of low experience workers resulted in an
increase in the experience premium. However， later studies argued that the baby
boomers hypothesis failed to explain the increase in inequality within each age group.
Burtless (1990) using the decomposition of Theil index found that more than 60
percent of the increase in the earning inequality was due to the growing inequality
within groups defined by age and education (also see Juhn, Murphy & Pierce 1993).

ii)

The deceleration in the growth o f educated workers
There is evidence that the education premium has increased in spite of the

growth in the supply of more educated workers. This is opposite to what the supply
side explanation would tell us. Nevertheless， Blackburn^ Bloom and Freeman (1990)
examined the effect of the deceleration in the growth of educated workers in the
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1980s relative to the 1970s in the US under the assumption that the growth in relative
demand remained the same between the two decades. It was found that this factor
could explain about 50 percent of the rising wage gap for the group aged 25 to 64
and 100 percent of the gap for the group aged 25 to 34. However, Bluestone (1990)
argued that assuming the change in relative demand constant would overstate the
supply side effect.

iii)

Change in labour quality
Some researchers suspected that the growing relative wage between

different educational levels was due to the declining quality of lower education i.e.
secondary and primary education in the US during 1980s (Bishop 1991). However,
later studies showed that the wage differential also increased within all cohorts
including those older cohorts who received their education before the alleged decline
in the schooling quality during the 1980s (Blackburn, Bloom & Freeman 1990; Juhn,
Murphy & Pierce 1993; Murphy & Welch 1993a). Hence, this hypothesis is not an
important factor in explaining growing wage differential by educational levels.
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Immigration
The influx of less skilled immigrants into the labour force would increase

the relative supply of unskilled workers. As a result, the increased competition for
unskilled jobs would depress their wage, contributing to widening wage differential
between different skill levels. Bernard and Jensen (1998) showed a positive relation
between increased immigration and wage differential although its effect is small.
To sum up， supply side factors are far from flilly explaining the widening
wage differentials, particularly during the 1980s in the US, which is a period when
wage differentials rose rapidly in the face of increase in the supply of educated
workers. Therefore, there must have been a substantial growth in the demand for
skilled workers, which outweighed the supply eflfect.

11
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Demand side factors

1) Deindustrialization hypothesis
This hypothesis offers an explanation for the shifts in derived demand for
skilled workers resulting from a change in employment opportunities away from
low-skill industries and towards high-skill industries as product demand changes.
There is a consensus among economists that the shift in employment from
manufacturing to the services sector would increase the demand for skilled workers.
The increase in the demand for skilled workers comes from two sources : 1)
"between-industry employment shift" — employment shifting towards industries
that demand more skilled woricers (deindustrialization or restructuring of economy),
2) ”within-industry employment shift”

一

individual industries increasing the

demand for skilled workers (skill-upgrading or inter-industrial restructuring).
Empirical researches have found some support for the deindustrialization hypothesis.
Most studies abroad, however, found that such an influence, if it existed, was quite
minor. Murphy and Welch (1993a) found that "between-industry effect” accounted
for only about 20 percent change in the share of college graduates in the labour force
from 1968 to 1988, while 80 percent of the change came from "within-industry
efFectH. Therefore, within industry skill upgrading represents the most important
source of demand changes. Gittleman (1994) estimated that only about 12 percent
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rise in the proportion of high-rank occupation can be attributable to the employment
shift between industries (also see Juhn, Murphy & Pierce 1993b; Juhn & Murphy
1994). Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997, p.4), moreover, concluded that H the
acceleration in demand shifts for more-skilled workers in the 1970s and 1980s
relative to the 1960s is entirely explained by within-industry change in
skill-utilization rather than between-industry employment shifts.H
A further aspect of the study on deindustrialization hypothesis is to
examine its impact on the widening wage inequality. There is no doubt that the
decline in manufacturing sector where unskilled workers are traditionally
concentrated would generate a significant loss in employment opportunities which
offered a decent wage for them. Bernard and Jensen (1998) found a strong negative
relation between the change in durable manufacturing employment share and the
wage differential. Bluestone (1990) offered an alternative view that "economic
restructuring as a "shift from a sector with higher mean earnings and a lower wage
variance to a sector with the opposite characteristics : a lower mean wage and a
higher variance" (p.305). So, structural change should be responsible for the
observed rising inequality. The major criticism for the deindustrialization hypothesis
is that it failed to explain why wage differentials increase within all industries which
are found to be responsible for the larger part of the growing wage gap. Using
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shift-share decomposition and regression analysis, Blackburn, Bloom and Freeman
(1990) found that about 16 to 33 percent increase in the wage gap between different
educational levels can be attributable to industrial composition shifts, while about 70
to 80 percent increase in the wage gap came from the wage change among
educational groups occurring within industries. Murphy and Welch (1993a) showed
that wage differentials between college and high school graduates increased by 16.2
percent from 1978 to 1989. Within this, 12 percentage points increase was due to
within-industry wage change. They concluded that " the changes in average wages
are changes that occur within industries; they are not simply artifacts of shifts in the
industrial distribution of employment" (p.114). Using the variance of weekly wages
as a measure of wage inequality, Juhn, Murphy and Pierce (1993) found that change
in industrial composition employment has only a very minor influence on wage
distribution, accounting for less than 15 percent of the total increase in wage
inequality. The remaining part was largely driven by the effect of wage change
occurring within industries (also see Gmbb & Wilson 1989; Bluestone 1990; Suen
1995a). In short, while deindustrialization remains one of the important factors for
widening wage inequality, the greater part of the increase comes from withinindustry wage change. It indicates that "other demand forces" (e.g. technological
improvement) should have been operating within industry-
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Internationa! competition hypothesis
There is no doubt that increased international trade would improve the

welfare of a society as a whole, however, empirical researches found that the gain
from trade is not evenly distributed as some workers are made worse oflFwhen trade
expands. The leading theory for analyzing the linkage between trade and wage is the
Heckscher-Ohlin model. Suppose there are two countries (a developed and a
developing country) with identical production technology, two factors of production
(skilled and unskilled labour) and two commodities (skilled-intensive and
unskilled-intensive goods). Since the developed country has a latter ratio of skilled
to unskilled labour endowment than the developing country, the Heckscher-Ohlin
theory would predict that the developed country (relatively skilled labour abundant
country) exports skilled-labour-intensive commodity and the developing country
(relatively unskilled labour abundant country) exports unskilled-lobour-intensive
commodity. So, the unskilled-labour-intensive commodity industry in the developed
countries will contract and the demand for them will decrease. Therefore, increased
international trade will pull down the wage of unskilled workers in developed
countries as they face import competition from developing countries with abundant
supply of unskilled workers. While skilled-labour-intensive commodity industry will
expand as its product is able to export to those developing countries with few skilled
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labour endowments. This will generate an increase in the demand for them in
developed countries and thus pushes up their wage. Obviously, the shift in the
demand away from unskilled workers to skilled workers will increase the wage
differential across skill levels in developed countries.
There are two approaches to analyzing how trade hurts unskilled workers.
The first one is "factor-content-of-trade" approach which is commonly used by
labour economists. The method quantifies the amount of skilled and unskilled
workers that is used in country's exports, and the amount would have been needed to
produce its imports domestically. The labour embodied in exports is interpreted as
the increase in the demand for skilled and unskilled workers while labour embodied
in imports interpreted as a subtraction from domestic labour demand. So, the effect
of trade on the demand for skilled and unskilled workers can be calculated by
country's factor content of its imports and exports. Murphy and Welch (1991) found
that changes in international trade would shift the demand in favor of skilled workers
(also see Murphy & Welch 1992; Berman, Bound & Griliches 1994; Wood 1994).
Boijas, Freeman and Katz (1991) concluded that about 8-15 percent of the increase
in the wage gap between college and high school workers could be attributed to the
trade-induced factor demand change in favor of skilled workers between 1980 and
1988. In fact, empirical researches based on this approach offer a consistent view that
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changes in the factor content of trade would shift the demand away from unskilled to
skilled workers, thereby widening the wage differential between them.
The factor-content-of-trade approach has been criticized by many trade
economists (e g. Bhagawati and Dehijia 1994; Learner 1994) who emphasize that
trade affects factor price only if product price change regardless of trade volume.
Their argument is strictly based on the Heckscher-Ohlin model, which implies that
the linkage between trade and factor price works through the change in product price.
For example, as trade occurs, the product price of unskilled-intensive commodities in
the developed countries would fall as they are imported from developing countries at
lower price. This will reduce the return to the factor (unskilled worker) that is used
intensively in the production of that commodities. This result is known as the
"Stolper-Samuelson TheoremH. The extension of this theorem is the "Factor Price
Equalization Theorem" which states that since product price will converge after free
trade， then workers who produce the same product should receive the same wages no
matter where the product is produced as it is sold for same world price. While this
analysis is sound theoretically, empirical researches did not provide consistent
evidence. Lawrence and Slaughter (1993) found that the US relative price of
unskilled-intensive commodities to skilled-intensive commodities have risen during
the 80s. That is just as opposite direction the Heckscker-Ohlin model would predict
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(also see Bhagwati & Dehijia 1994). So, they concluded that international trade
could not push down the relative wage of unskilled workers to the skilled workers.
Sachs and Shatz (1994), however, provided evidence that the relative price of the
product that used unskilled workers intensively in the production falls slightly, which
is consistent with the Heckscker-Ohlin theory (also see Sachs & Shatz 1996).
An alternative view regarding international trade competition is the
emergence of the practice of “outsourcing”， that is， many manufacturing firms
transfer abroad their less-skill intensive production tasks to low-wage countries,
leaving only their ‘"upper-steam production task” such as financial， administrative
and marketing activities domestically. This would increase the demand for more
skilled workers within industries that experienced such “outsourcing” activity.
Although a consistent view on whether trade volume or the product price
should be the cause for the increasing wage differential has not yet been reached, we
can, at least, point out that the increased international trade, particularly those
between developed and developing countries, should play a role in it. More to that
point, none of the approaches can explain why the proportion of the skilled workers
has risen throughout the economy, including both trade and non-trade sectors,
indicating other demand forces (eg. technical progress in favor of skilled workers)
should have been operating within all sectors.
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iii) Skiil- biased technological change hypothesis
Skill-biased technological change has proved to be a good explanation for
the increasing wage differentials within an industry.

First, technological

improvement would increase the demand for skilled workers partly because such
workers are more adaptable to the change, whereas reducing the demand for
unskilled workers as they may lack the ability to use new technology. Holding
relative supply constant, a simple supply and demand analysis would show that this
change in relative demand would increase the relative wage in favor of skilled
workers. As a result, the wage differential between these two groups of workers
would increase. Bartel and Lichtenberg (1987) showed that the adoption of new
technology would increase the relative demand for more-educated workers. They
concluded that "highly educated workers have a comparative advantage with respect
to the adjustment to, and implementation of new technologies."(PI0). Berman^
Bound and Griliches (1994) found a positive relation between the demand for skilled
workers and the investment in computers, as well as R&D expenditure Avithin
manufacturing industries. Autor, Katz and Krueger (1997) found that educational and
occupational skill upgrading occurred in industries which experienced a more rapid
growth in computer utilization. They estimated that about 30 to 50 percent increase
in the relative demand for skilled workers could be attributable to technological
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improvement, particularly the adoption of computer technology (also see Braver &
Hickok, 1995; Bound and Johnson 1992, 1995).
Second, technological progress may create a change in relative
productivity between skilled and unskilled workers. Since new technology is more
compatible with skilled workers, the adoption of new technology tends to increase
the productivity of skilled workers relative to that of unskilled workers. If wages are
paid at workers* productivity, then the widening productivity gap would also result in
increasing wage inequality. Many studies have examined the impact of technological
improvement on the returns to skills. Krueger (1993) indicated that workers who
used computers earned 10 to 15 percent more than non-computer users with the same
characteristics. Braver and Hickok (1995) showed that technological change
combined with growth in the capital stock accounted for about half of the growing
wage differential by educational levels. Allen (1996) provided evidence that R&D
investment and high-tech capital stock per worker (capital-labour ratio as a proxy for
technology) are positively related to the returns to education (also see Katz and
Murphy 1992). The results of these studies suggest that physical and human capital
are complementary.
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Unemployment rate
Business cycles may have differential effects on the wages of different

types of workers. Katz and Revenga (1989) argued that wage differentials by
educational levels were less likely to increase during tight labour market conditions.
Burtless (1990) provided evidence that earnings inequality is positively related to
fluctuations in the employment rate. A one percent increase in unemployment rate
would increase the wage for skilled workers (top wage quintile) by 1.2 to 1.6 percent.
This factor appeared to account for about 14 to 20 percent rise in inequality from the
late 1960s to the mid-1980s. Murphy and Welch (1992 p.319) demonstrated that
"higher unemployment lowers wages for younger and less educated workers relative
to older and more educated workers". These results suggest that unskilled workers
are more likely to be hurt by short run economic adjustment.
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Institutional factors

As workers who belonged to unions generally earn 15 to 25 percent more
than non-unionized workers, the decline in union participation in the US may be
responsible for the widening wage gap, given that de-unionization was concentrated
particularly on the less skilled workers. Blackburn, Bloom and Freeman (1990)
found that declining unionization might explain about 15 to 20 percent increase in
wage differential between college graduate and high school dropouts.

ii)

The decline in minimum wage
Since workers who benefit from minimum wage laws are generally less

skilled, the decline in the real value of minimum wage (adjusted for inflation rate)
would reduce their relative earning thereby contributing to growing wage gap.
However, Blackburn, Bloom and Freeman (1990) provided evidence that this is only
a minor factor for the increase in the wage gap.
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To conclude, as mentioned above, there are many explanations for the
growing wage differential and the causes are believed to be complex^ multifaceted
and interrelated. One possible interpretation is to regard "de-industrialization' and
"skill biased technological change" as the responses to increased international
competition. Undoubtedly, increased global competition would generate a downward
pressure on profitability. Consequently, individual firms and industry as a whole
would employ strategies aimed at reducing their production cost in order to maintain
competitiveness. The methods for doing so include "de-industrialization' and
"technological advances". In the face of increased international competition coming
from developing countries or other newly industrial economy， like Thailand and
Malaysia where wages are significantly lower, industries (relative low-skill industries)
that face a decline in profits would contract gradually while new profitable industries
(relative high-skill industries) would expand. Certainly, firms' response to the change
in profitability due to foreign competition would generate a pressure for the local
economy to de-industrialize (i.e. to relocate their production lines) so as to stay
competitive. Besides, the method of adoption of new technology would enhance
worker's productivity and consequently increases competitiveness. Hence, firms5
responses to global competition would generate a substantial demand for skilled
workers within and between industries, resulting in growing wage differentials.
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Labour Market Conditions in Hong Kong

This chapter contains three sections. The first part provides evidence of the
growing wage gaps between skilled and unskilled workers using both published and
unpublished statistics The second part describes the changes in employment patterns
resulted from economic restructuring. Finally, section three uses the ^decomposition
method>, to investigate the growth in the demand for skilled workers in Hong Kong.

3.1

Earnings gaps and their tread since the 1980s
In this study, two measures of earnings gaps are considered. One is the

earnings gap between occupational groupings. The other is the more educated vs. the
less educated earnings gap. Each measure has its own merit. Both measures reflect
the importance of human capital investment in earnings. However, the former
emphasizes more on the informal human capital investment, such as on-the-job
training, whilst the latter emphasizes more on formal human capital investment as
depicted by educational qualifications. Both measures have been widely used by
researchers to study wage inequality.
The wage of skilled and unskilled workers are obtained from ‘Quarterly
Report of Wages, Salaries, and Employee Benefits Statistics, 1983-19895, 'Report on
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Half-yearly Survey of Wage, Salaries and Employee Benefits 1990-1993 \ and 4HaIfyearly Report of Wage Statistics, 1994-19985, all published by the Hong Kong
Census and Statistics Department (C&S), which gives me 31 observations. There are
six occupational groupings, they are 1) supervisory & technical workers, 2) clerical
& secretarial workers, 3) service workers, 4) miscellaneous non-production workers,
5) craftsmen, and 6) other operatives. I use the ^supervisory & technical workers' as
a proxy for skilled workers and the ‘other operatives’ as a proxy for unskilled
workers in this study.
Figure 3.1
log wage d iffe re n tia l (o ccu p atio n al m easure) 83-98
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Sources: Quarterly Rq>ort of Wages, Salaries, and Employee Boiefils Statistics, 1983-1989,
Report on Half-yearly Survey o f Wage, Salaries and Enqiloyee Banefits 1990-1993, and
Half-yearly Report of Wage Statistics, 1994-1998. Census & Statistics Dpt

The earnings differential is measured in terms of the difference in the
logarithm of the average wages between these two groups of workers, which is
represented by "In

- In Wop". Figure 3.1 shows that the log wage differential
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took a rise after the late 1980s, and it experienced a sharp increase in 1994. The wage
gap between ‘supervisory & technical workers， and ‘other operatives’ increased
about 0.15 log point over the period 1989 through 1998.
The time series data for the earnings of workers with different educational
attainments are obtained from unpublished statistics collected by the Hong Kong
Census & Statistics Department (C&S) through its quarterly General Household
Survey. The original data provided by the C&S gave the number of people in various
earnings ranges by educational levels and age groups from 1985 to 1992. Based on
this data set, I compute the median wage for each educational group (^)pendix 1).

Figure 3.2
log wage differential between university and secondary
graduates aged 20-29 (85-92)

Sources: Calculations are based on unpublished sutislics, Census & Statistics Depaitment,
General Household Survey.

Figure 3.2 shows that the log median wage differential between university
graduates and secondary school leaver (In Wu - In Ws) for the group aged 20-29 was
on a decreasing trend, recording a 0_22 log point decline between 1985 and 1992. I
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believe that this phenomenon was mainly due to the dramatic expansion of higher
education during the late 1980s. Figure 3.3 shows the relative supply of university
graduates to workers with secondary education. Obviously， such a massive increase
in the relative supply of skilled workers (university graduates) would depress their
wage.

Figure 3.3

Sources: Calculations are based on unpublished sUtistics, Census &. Statistics Depaitmenl,
General Household Survey.

For the older age groups — 30-39 and over, the supply-side factor should
become less important as most of them received their education before the
government adopted a policy of fast expansion in higher education in the late 1980s.
In order to measure the earnings differential between educational levels， I use a
logarithmic earnings regression model in which all older age groups, that is, 30-39,
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40-49, 50-59, and 60 or over are pooled together, so that an experience-adjusted
percentage wage differential series is obtained.1The equation I estimate is:

LogWrt = a t +

(9tEi+ f l t ------- (3.1)

where W^t is the log median wage of the age group i ( i = 30-39, 40-49, 50-59 and
60+ ) in quarter t. The use of the semi-log specification helps to interpret the
coefficients since the differences in the coefficients yS reflects percentage difference.
Sy ( j = primary， secondary, tertiary-non-degree， and tertiary-degree) is a vector of
four dummy variables indicating which educational levels the group belongs to. The
estimated coefficient

is interpreted as the returns to different education levels.

is a vector showing the labour market experience of group i， and the vector E
includes a second order polynomial in years of experience. Years of experience are
defined as the mid-point of each age group (e g. The mid-point for the group aged
30-39 is 35) minus years of schooling. Since the number of workers are different in
each group, in order to reduce this bias coming from the difference in group sizes,
the above regression model is estimated by the 6weighted least squares9 method.
Note that regressions were run separately for each quarter.
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In this study, the analysis focuses on the experience-adjusted percentage
wage differentials between university graduates and secondary school leavers, and
between university graduates and primary school leavers. The measure of the
earnings gaps are in terms of the coefficient jS associated with university graduates
minus the coefficient yS associated with secondary school leavers, and primary
school leavers，which， for convenience, are devoted by 4泠 u —yS s’， and 4冷 u —
Note that the difference in the coefficients

冷

冷

p’.

associated with different education

dummies times 100 is approximately equal to the percentage wage difference.

Figure 3.4

Sources:

Calculations are based on unpublished statistics, Ceasus & SUliftics Department,
General Household Survey.

Figure 3 .4 illustrates the trend in the experience-adjusted percentage wage
differential series,

‘冷

u—

召

s’， and ‘ 召 u —召 p’ （ Appendix 2). Similar to the trend of

occupational measure of wage differential, the growing wage gap between
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educational levels accelerated in the late 1980s. It indicates that workers with
university education earn about 88 percent more than those with secondary education
and 111 percent more than those with primary education in 1985. This premium
increased to about 116 percent and 135 percent in 1992 respectively. This shows that
the skill premium actually increases over time for both occupation and education
measures.
Table 3.1 Log wage differentials between educational qualifications by age cohort, 19769
1986 and 1996
Panel A.

Cohort age in
log wage differential between university
____________________________and secondary graduates______
1976
1986
1996
1976
1986
1996
\
20-29
\
\
\
0.503
\
20-29
30-39
\
0.778
0.843
20-29
30-39
40-49
0.836
1.116
1.194
30-39
40-49
50-59
0.788
0.723
0.655
40-49
50-59
60+
0.722
0.690
0.739
50-59
60+
\
0.904
0.763
\
60+
\
\
0.794
\
\
Average changes
76-86
86-96
Within Experience:
0.005
0.013
Within Cohort:
0.010
0 081
Panel B.
Cohort age in

4
6

1

4
0

\
\o
1
1

30

7

o

Sources: Calculations are based on Hong Kong 1976,1986 and 1996 Population Census, Main report.

6

log wage differential between university
and primary graduates
99
6
1976
1986
.
7
9
.
1
3
\
\
.6
4
\
0.897
.9
9
1.033
1.378
.2
0
1.026
0.898
1.057
0.987
1.235
1.032
1.059
\
76-86
86-96
-0.044
0.044
-0.014
0.114
1

1986
1976
\
\
20-29
\
20-29
30-39
30-39 40-49
40-49
50-59
50-59
60+
60+
\
Average changes
Within Experience:
Within Cohort:

___ _
1996
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+
\
\
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Table 3.1 offers another perspective on the growing wage inequality by
presenting the log wage differentials (Appendix 1) between university graduates and
secondary school leavers, denoted by 4ln Wu - In Ws5 (Panel A), as well as that
between university graduates and primary school leavers, denoted by Mn Wu - In
Wp, (Panel B) for specific age cohorts in 1976, 1986 and 1996. This table facilitates
the comparison for the changes in wage differential for workers within cohorts and
within given age groups (same experience level) over time. Reading the table
horizontally across columns within the same row shows the changes in log wage
differential within a cohort over time. Reading the table upwardly along a diagonal
shows the change in log wage differential within the same experience group over
time (e g. those workers aged 20-29 in 1986 should have the same experience level
as entrants aged 20-29 in 1996).
From 1976 to 1986, both the log wage differentials — ‘lnWu - lnWs’ and
‘lnWu - lnWp' for all cohorts experienced a decline except for the cohort aged 2029 in 1976, for which there was an increase of about 0.28 (1.116 - 0.836) and 0.35
(1.378 - 1.033) log point increase respectively. Moreover, the wj^e differentials
among the age groups 20-29,40>49, 50-59 and 60 or over in 1986 were smaller than
the wage differentials in 1976 among comparable age groups (same experience level).
I summarize the average change in wage differentials in two ways, namely, 44within
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experience” and ‘"within cohort” They are computed by averaging the changes in
wage differentials within 5 experience groups and 4 cohorts across two years for
which comparisons can be made. The results indicate that the wage differentials
between university graduates and primary school leavers, on average, decreased both
in ‘"within experience” and ‘"within cohort” from 1976 to 1986, while the differentials
between university graduates and secondary school leavers increased slightly over
this period.
From 1986 through 1996, further results on wage differentials are
documented. First, the log wage differentials for the younger cohorts that received
their schooling during the late 1980s, the period when higher education began to
expand, are significantly lower than the wage gaps for the older cohorts when they
were at the same ages. The log wage differentials between university and secondary
graduates (Panel A) for the age groups 20-29 and 30-39 in 1986 were 0.778 and
1.116 in 1986, it decreased to 0.503 and 0.843 in 1996 respectively among
comparable age groups. However， the wage gaps for the older age groups, that is 4049 and 50-59 in 1996 were larger than the wage gaps in 1986 among comparable age
groups. The wage gap for the age group *60 or over' remained relatively stable
between this two years. In addition, the wage differentials between university and
primary graduates also show the same pattern. This provides strong evidence that the
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rapid expansion of higher education during the mid-1980s only depressed the wage
for university graduates among younger cohorts, specifically, the 20-29 and 30-39
age cohorts in 1996, while having no negative effect on the growth of wages for
university graduates of the older age cohorts. These results are consistent with my
time-series evidence on the returns to education as shown earlier, which indicated
that the wage differential by educational levels for the group aged 20-29 was on a
decreasing trend from 1985 to 1992, while the wage gaps adjusted for experience by
pooling all workers in the age groups 30-39 and over together showed a growing
trend.
Secondly, even the wage gaps for the younger cohorts — 20-29 and 30-39
— decreased between 1986 and 1996 among comparable age groups (within
experience groups decline). However, for the same cohorts over this period， there
was an increase. For example, the university graduates aged 20-29 in 1986 earn
0.778 log point higher than secondary school leaves in that year, and this gap
increased to 0.843 log point difference ten years later when the cohort was 30-39 in
1996. More important, the increase in wage gaps occurred within all cohorts between
this two years. The result was the same for the wage differential between university
and primary graduates as shown by panel B. Overall, table 3.1 tells us that the
educational measure of wage differentials， both of 4<within experience” and 4Vithin
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cohort” experienced a sight decline from 1976 to 1986, while it then increased
significantly in the later decade.
To conclude, both the time-series and the cross-sectional data indicate the
fact that the wage differentials by skill levels decreased in the first half of the 1980s，
began to increase in the late 1980s and the increase has accelerated during the early
1990s, no matter which measure of skill gaps (occupational or educational) is used.
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Changes in industrial and employment patterns in Hong Kong
As discussed above, wage inequality has started to widen since the mid-

1980s. During this period, another remarkable development is the process of
economic restructuring, with a gradual shifting of resources from manufacturing to
the services sector. Such a transformation process would undoubtedly affect the
employment pattern and wage structure of the Hong Kong economy.

Table 3.2

Percentage share of working population by indusry,1961-1996

Industry

1961

1971

1976

1981

1986

1991

1996

Manufacturing

43

47

44.8

41.3

35.8

28.2

18.9

Construction

4.9

5.4

5.6

7.7

6.2

6 .9

8.1

&

7.3

7 .4

7.4

7.5

8.0

9.8

10.9

W holesale, retail trade,
restauranls & hotels

14.4

16.2

19.5

19.2

22.3

22.5

2 4.9

Financing, insurance,
real estate & business
services

1.6

2.7

3.4

4.8

6.4

10.6

13.4

Community, social &
personal service

18.3

15.0

15.4

15.6

18.4

19.9

22.3

Transport storage
communication

Others
Sources:

Note:

10.5
6.3
3.9
3.9
2.9
2.1
1.5
H ong K ong 1996 population Census : Main Report
H ong K ong 1991 population Census. Main Tables
H ong K ong By-C ensus 1976 : Main Report, Vol. 1.
"Others' include agriculture, fishing, mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water, and
industries not classifiable
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The economic restructuring or deindustrialization in Hong Kong can be
reflected by the relative employment shares of major industrial sectors. As shown by
Table 3.2, employment in the manufacturing sector (a relative unskilled-intensive
sector) as a percentage of the total employment gradually declined from 47 percent in
1971 to 35.8 percent in 1986, further declining from 35.8 percent to 18.9 percent
between 1986 and 1996. In addition, since the 1980s manufacturing employment has
not only continued to decrease in relative terms but also in absolute numbers. The
number of workers engaged in manufacturing sector decreased from about 904,600
in 1981 to 375,800 in 1995 (Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics, various years).
In contrast the employment share of services sector (a relative skilled-intensive
sector) has grown steadily throughout the period. For example, the employment share
of financial and business services sector increased from 3.4 in 1976 to 13.4 in 1996.
Evidence for structuring change can also be illustrated by the contribution
of different sectors to GDP. Table 3.3 indicated that the contribution of
manufacturing sector to GDP decreased from 27.4 in 1976 to only 7.3 in 1996.
Moreover, the decline over the period 1986 to 1996 (a 14.7 percent point decline)
was even larger than that over the period 1976 to 1986 (a 3.1 percent point decline).
On the other hand, the contribution of tertiary sector to GDP increased over the last
two decades and it accounted for over 80 percent in the total GDP in 1996.
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Table 3*3 Percentage contribution by economic sectors to GDP (at factor cost)
S ector
P rim ary sector
S econdary sector
Manu&cturing
Construction
T ertiary sector
W holesale, retail trade,
restaurants & hotels

1976

1981

1986

1991

1996

1.7

0.9

0 .5

0.2

0.1

33.3
27.4

3 1.6
22.8

3 0.2
2 2.6

23.1
15.4

15.5
7.3

4.1

7.5

4.8

5.5

5.8

64.6
23.8

67.5
20.3

6 9.2
22.3

7 6.7
25.9

84.4
2 6.7

Financing, insurance.
17
22 .7
18.8
25.1
23.9
real estate & business
services_________________________________________________________________________________________
Sources:

Estimates o f Gross D om estic Product, 1961 to 1997, Census & Statistics Dpt.
Estimates o f Gross D om estic Product, 1979, Census & Statistics Dpt.

Notes:

Primar>r sector refers to all agriculture, fishing, m ining and quarrying. Secondanr sector
refers to all manufacturing, electricity, gas and water, and construction. Tertiar>r sector
refers to transport, storage and communication, financing, insurance, real estate and
business services, w holesale, retail, and import/expoit trades, restaurants and hotels, and
ownership o f premises.

The deindustrialization of the Hong Kong economy is largely a result of
increasing outward processing investment on the Mainland. Since the opening of the
Chinese economy in the beginning of 1980s, many manufacturing firms have shifted
their production bases across the border to the Pearl-Delta area where labour cost is
about one-tenth of that in Hong Kong. The accessibility o f the manufacturing firms
to the abundant cheap labour and lower land cost has given them an opportunity to
save production costs and thus stay competitive. Tuan and Ng (1994) studied the
behaviour of cross-border operations of Hong Kong manufacturing firms and found
that more than half of the sampled firms were involved in the outward processing
investment in Guangdong. Among these firms, almost all ( 97.8 % ) of their Chinese
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subsidiaries were in assembly / fabrication. In particular, 42.4 % were in prototype
manufacturing, 63.8 % were in quality control and 59.1 % were engaged in
packaging / package design. Only the upper stream components in the production
process, such as R&D， market analysis and management， and shipment were retained
in their Hong Kong headquarters. Therefore， other than tebetween-sector industrial
structural change” （from manufacturing to services sector)， we would also expect to
see a ^ithin-sector industrial structural change” in which manufacturing sector
increased its share of skilled workers.
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Industrial change and demand for skilled workers
With the unskilled-labour-intensive production processes being carried out

in Mainland China, the Hong Kong economy can concentrate on developing itself as
a financial and service center. As a result, this would increase the demand for skilled
workers both ‘"within” a given industry and “between” industry as skill-intensive
industries develop. Table 3 .4 shows the changes in occupation structure from 1976 to
1991. There was a clear tendency towards skill upgrading in the distribution of
occupation for the economy as a whole in which the employment share shifted away
from low-skill occupations to high-skill occupations. For example, the proportion of
high-skill occupations (professional, technical & related workers, and administrative
& managerial workers) took up 7.6 percent in 1971, and it increased to 13.8 percent
in 1991, while the proportion of low-skill occupations (production & related workers,
transport equipment operators and labourers) dropped their employment share from
52.3 percent to 36.2 percent during the same period.
Moreover, the increases in the proportion of high-skill occupations also
occurred within all economic sectors. Unfortunately, due to the change in the
occupation classification after the 1991 census, it is impossible to make a precise
comparison across different census years. Based on Suen^s (1995a) calculations, I
can only make a comparison between 1976 and 1996. As shown by the table 3.5, the
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most remarkable change in the occupation structure is that the growth in the
percentage of managerial and administrative workers was significantly higher in the
manufacturing sector than in other sectors, recording a 14.5 percent point increase.
Moreover, the decline in the proportion of direct production workers (groups 7, 8 and
9) was also concentrated in the manufacturing sector, amounting to 38.75 percentage
points. Table 3.6 shows the fraction of university graduate within each economic
sector in 1976, 1986 and 1996. Following a similar pattern to the occupational
structure, the percentage of university graduates in the workforce rose in all sectors,
indicating the demand for skilled workers has grown over time.

Table 3.4

Percentage distribution of working population by occupation, 1961-1991
1961

1971

1976

1981

1986

1991

P rofessional technical & related
workers

5.1

5.2

5.5

6 .0

8.3

8.7

Administrative
workers

3.1

2.4

2.2

2.7

3.6

5.1

5.8

8.3

9 .7

12.2

14.6

18.6

Sales woricers

13.7

10.6

11.5

10.3

11.7

11.5

Service workers

15.1

14.8

14.9

15.6

16.2

18,7

7.4

3.8

2.7

2.1

1.9

0 .9

4 8 .7

52.3

52.1

50.4

43.3

36.2

1.1

2.6

1.4

0 .7

0.4

0.3

O ccupation

and

managerial

Clerical & related workers

Agricultural workers & fisherfolk
Production woricers
Armed forces & unclassiiiable
Total
Sources:

Note:

100
100
100
100
100
100
H ong K ong 1991 population Census, M ain Tables
H ong K ong 1981 population Census, M ain Tables
H ong K ong By-C ensus 1976 : Main Report, V ol 1.
Prochiction workers include production and related workers, transport equipment operators
and labourers
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Table 3*5 Changes in occupational structure, 1976-1996
Occupation code
1

2 .3

4

5

7 ,8

9

Manufacturing

14.54

9.57

13.01

1.72

-41.13

2 .38

Construction

6.14

4.85

2.94

1.16

-23.52

9.22

&

3.09

3.93

5.60

-2.4 9

0.23

•10.03

W holesale, retail trade,
restaurants & hotels

5.53

6 .89

5.29

4.51

-6.57

•15.45

Financing, insurance,
real estate & business
services

7.86

15.72

-31.60

-4.59

4.95

7.73

Community， social &
personal service

0.88

3.46

1.01

■16.36

-3.65

17.07

Industiy

Transport storage
communication

Total
Note :

7.05
10.84
7.22
0 .1 7
-27.50
2.96
The numbers refer to the net change in the share o f workers in different occupations in
each
Calculations are based on the H ong K ong 1991 and 1996 By-census, Main
Report and on Table 4, Suen (1995a) p l3 9 .
The coding o f the occupations in each group is a s follow ing: managers and administrators
(1); jvofessionals and associate p o fessio n a ls (2, 3); clerks (4); service workers and shop
woricers (5); craft and related workers, plant and machine operators and assem blers (7, 8);
elementary occupations (9).

Table 3.6 Percentage employment share of university graduate by industry, 197691986,
and 1996
1976

1986

19%

Proportion o f
Proportion o f
Proportion o f
universit\ graduates university graduates university graduates

Industiy

Manufacturing

1.7

2.5

90

Construction

3.7

4.1

5.9

Transport storage & communication

3.1

4.3

8.9

W holesale, retail trade, restaurants
& hotels

2.4

3.0

7.6

Financing, insurance, real estate &
business services

12.4

12.4

24.8

Community, social & personal service

9.3

11.5

20.7

Other

3.2

3.0

9.9

Total
S o u rces:

3.7
5.3
13.3
H ong K ong Population Census, various years. H ong K ong Census and Statistics
Department
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As mentioned in the literature, there are several possible explanations for
the growing demand for skilled workers. The explanations based on "structural
change,^ (deindustrization) and uinternational trade competition^ that favor skilled
workers are indicated by the shifts in the employment share from low skill industry
to high skill industry

一

“between industry” demand shift. The explanations based

on “outsourcing” or “outward processing” and “skill-biased technological change”
that favor skilled worker are reflected in the increasing proportion of skilled workers
within industries — '"within industry95demand shift.
A decomposition of the growth of the skilled worker (more-educated
worker or high-skilled occupation) employment shares into <<betweenMand ^ t h i n M
industry would help to evaluate the relative importance among different explanation.
Following Murphy and Welch (1993a)， a method of decomposition of the change in
the proportion of group s in the aggregate employment between year r and t ( AE3t =
Est - Esr) into a term reflecting the shifts of employment “between industries” and a
term reflecting changes in proportions ‘"within industries” is given by :

A Est= E (K^ —K ir) ( 沒 sir - 0 sr) +

2 Krt( 沒 sit - 沒 sir) ------ (3.2)

Where Kit is the employment share of industry i in year t, 0

is the group s share

of employment in industry i in year t and 6 sr is the employment share of group s in
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the total employment The first term in the formula captures the change in the
aggregate proportion of skilled workers between year r and year t due to the shift in
employment shares ^between industries55that favor skilled workers. The second term
captures the ‘Svithin industries” skill upgrading.
The results of the decomposition of the growth in skilled workers —
“administrative and managerial workers” and “professionals and associate
professionals^ (groups 1,2 and 3 in table 3.5) and University workers^ between 1976
and 1996 are shown by Panel A and Panel B of table 3.7 respectively. Column one
indicated the change in the proportion of skilled workers within each industry and the
economy as a whole. Column two and three show the effect of ‘between industry”
and 'Svithin industry'5employment shift on the growth of skilled workers. The final
column shows the total effect, which is the sum of the two. In Panel A, all entries in
the “between industry5, component， except for some very small negative effect, are
positive. This implies that employment has contracted in the low-skilled-labourintensive industries and expanded in the high-skilled-labour-intensive industries that
employed more “administrative and managerial workers” and “professionals and
associate professionals^ than the average. In other words, structural change in Hong
Kong has shifted the economy toward more skill-intensive sectors.
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Table 3.7 Results of decomposition analysis
Decomposition of growth in skilled occupation employment (1 ,2 ,3 ) 1976-96

Panel A.

Change in fraction o f
skilled occupations
(code 1,2 3)

Betw een
industry effect

Within
industry effect

Total effect

Manufacturing

24.11

1.94

4.55

6 .49

Construction

10.99

-0.15

0.89

0.7 4

&

7.02

0.45

1.75

2.19

W holesale. retail trade.
restaurants & hotels

12.42

-0.27

1.35

1.08

insurance.
Financing,
real estate & business
services

23.58

1.58

3.17

4.74

Community, social
personal service

4.34

1.29

0 .97

2.26

13.95

-0.06

0.21

0.15

Transport storage
communication

&

Other
Total
N o te :

P anel B .

4.78
17.89
12.89
17.67
The numbers refer to the net change in the share o f workers in the skilled occupations
(code 1,2,3) in each industi). Calculations are based on the H ong K ong 1991 and 19%
By-census, Main Report and on Table 4, Suen (1995) p l3 9 .

Decomposition of growth in university workers employment

1976-96

Change in fraction o f
university workers

Betw een
industry effect

Within
industry effect

Total effect

Manufacturing

7.28

0.51

1.37

1.88

Construction

2.16

0.001

0 ,1 7

0 .1 7

&

5.78

-0.03

1.44

1.40

W holesale, retail trade,
restaurants & hotels

5.22

-0.05

0 .5 7

0.52

Financing,
insurance.
real estate & business
services

12.47

0.89

1.68

2.56

Community, social
personal service

11.47

0.42

2.56

2.98

Other

6.66

0.02

0.10

0.12

Total

9.64

1.75

7.89

9.64

Transport storage
communication

&

Sources : Calculations are based on Hong Kong Peculation Census, Main report, various
years. Coisus and Statistics Department
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Although the “between industry” employment shift moves towards
increasing the demand for the skilled occupation workers, it accounts for only about
27 percent (4.78/17.67) of the increase. The rest of the growth come largely from the
‘"within industry” effect. Column four shows that all entries are positive， indicating
all industries has increased its proportion of skilled occupations, that is 4<skill
upgrading” has occurred within each industry. Among these， the most important
"Nvithin industry^ demand shift occurred in the manufacturing sector, accounting for
about 35 percent (4 55/12.89) of the overall ‘^within industry” demand shift. This is
consistent with the view that many manufacturing firms has shifted their production
base to Mainland China, leaving only the upper stream processes, such as marketing,
management control and product design in their Hong Kong headquarters. Therefore,
it should not be surprising to observe a rapid skill upgrading process in which
manufacturing industry increased its proportion of skilled workers in order to
facilitate the management of upper stream production tasks. Panel B also reveals
similar results. Only about 18 percent (1.75/9.64) of the overall growth in the
university workers is attributed to the “between industry” effect. The most important
‘Vithin-industry’’ demand shift that favor university workers has occurred in
community, social and personal services sector, which account for about 32 percent
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(2 .5 6 /7.8 8 ) o f the overall "w ithin -in dustry” dem and shift in fa v o r o f university

w orkers.

T o sum up， since the “ between industry” com ponent is responsible fo r on ly

a m inor part o f the increase in the demand fo r skilled w orkers, demand forces that

operating w ithin industry, such as “ practice o f outw ard processing” and “ skill-biased

technological change” should be a m ore im portant factors in explaining the grow ing

wage gaps between skilled and unskilled w orkers. M o re o ve r, as all industries

increased its proportion o f skilled w orkers in face o f the general increase in skill

prices, the demand shift that fa vor skilled w orkers should be m ore than enough to

offset the incentive fo r firm s to substitute aw ay from relatively expensive skilled

w orkers to unskilled w orkers.
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The preceding section indicates that there has been a dramatic change in •
the labour market conditions in Hong Kong since the 1980s. Wage differentials
between skilled and unskilled workers, whether measured by occupational
classifications or educational levels have shown a strong growing trend. As
mentioned in the literature review, there are three dominant explanations for the
causes of the widening wage gaps, namely, the deindustrialization hypothesis,
increased international competition, and skill-biased technology change. In this
chapter, I will demonstrate how to quantify these possible candidates into some
measurable variables using the data available in Hong Kong as well as present the
methodology employed in this study.

4.1
I.

Hypothesis and measurement
Deindustialization hypothesis
Hong Kong has experienced major economic restructuring during the

1980s. Both manufacturing employment and output dropped dramatically.
Manufacturing’s share in the total employment has dropped from 41 percent in 1981
to only 19 percent in 1996. During the same period, the service sector has quickly
taken over manufacturing and has become the predominant sector of the Hong Kong
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economy. Faced with such rapid economic restructuring or deindustrialization, many
workers were forced to shift employment from one sector to another When they did
so, any skills accumulated in the declining sector may quickly become obsolete. This
is especially so for the less educated and the low skill workers in manufacturing
industries. They could only be treated as unskilled workers and had to accept low
wage jobs in the service sector Moreover, the sudden increase of the supply of
unskilled workers to services sector helps to pull wage down for all unskilled
workers in the service sector. On the other hand, the wages for skilled workers in the
service sector were not affected by this since skilled and unskilled workers were not
generally substitutable. This has resulted in a rise in the wage differential between
skilled and unskilled workers and that between more educated and less educated
workers.
I employ two measures of structural shift in this study. The first one is the
manufacturing share in total employment. Based on the deindustrialization
hypothesis, the decline of manufacturing would create job loss disproportionately
among the unskilled workers, so I expect that the manufacturing employment share is
negatively correlated with the earnings gaps. The second measure is the ''sectoral
shift index” followed that of Suen (1995a). The index is expressed by E i ISjf

Sjt*| / 2 , where the Sjt is the share of sector i in employment in year t. It indicates the
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minimum proportion of workers who have to switch sectors due to restructuring. It is
expected that the sectoral shift index would show a positive correction with wage
gaps as a higher value of the index indicates that more unskilled workers would be
affected by the structural change.

II.

Skill-biased technological change hypothesis
According to this hypothesis, technological improvement would reduce a

firm’s demand for unskilled workers as many unskilled-intensive tasks can be
replaced by advanced automatic machines. It would also increase a firm's demand
for skilled workers as such workers are needed to introduce new technology.
Moreover, since new technology is more compatible with skilled workers, the
adoption of new technology would push up the return to them, as technology
advance would increase their productivity more than that of unskilled workers. Thus,
the skill-biased technology change hypothesis suggests that the wage gaps across
different skill levels would widen as factor demand shift and productivity change in
favor of skilled workers. One problem with this hypothesis is that there is no direct
measure of technological improvement. In this study, I consider the capital-labour
ratio as a proxy with the assumption that technological advance should be embodied
in capital stock. So, the increase in technological level can be showed up by a higher
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capital-labour ratio. This measure of technological improvement has been widely
used by many economists before, (e.g. Berman, Bound & Griliches 1994, Allen 1996;
Bernard & Jensen 1998).
To get the capital-labour ratio for Hong Kong, I first estimate the size of
the capital stock using quarterly investment flows (expenditure in machinery and
equipment of GDP component), and then divide it by the whole working population.
The investment data is obtained from the “Quarterly Estimates of Gross Domestic
Product 1997' conducted by the Census & Statistics Department. The calculation
method 2 for capital stock is shown as follows:

K(t) = ( l - 5 ) K ( t - l ) + I ( t ) —

(4.1)

Where K(t) is the capital stock at the end of quarter t, (5 is the
depreciation rate, and I(t) is the investment in quarter t. So, the capital stock at the
end of t is its lagged one period stock less depreciation, plus the investment value
during t. To obtain a capital stock time series, I need first to estimate the initial
capital stock, say K(0).

K(〇 ) = I ( l ) / [ g - ( l - 5 ) ]

-----(4.2)

Where g is the accumulation rate of capital stock, which .is estimated as
follows:

g = l / T * [ S I ( t ) / I ( t - l ) ] 一 …- (4.3)
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After estimating the K(0) and assuming an appropriate value for the
depreciation rate 6 , the capital stock time series can be calculated by equation (4.1).
As the so calculated capital-labour ratio is dependent on the capital depreciation rate
assumed, I use two depreciation rates: 10% and 15% to test for sensitivity. It is
expected that the relationship between the capital-labour ratio and the wage gaps are
positive.

III.

International competition hypothesis
Unlike other developed countries, for example the US, where the wage of

unskilled workers were pulled down by the increase in import competition from
developing countries, Hong Kong5s domestic market is certainly not large enough to
allow manufacturing firms to survive. Most of the manufacturing firms in Hong
Kong are export-oriented and their competition come mainly from other newly
industrializied economies, like Thailand and Malaysia, where labour cost and land
cost are significantly lower. Since the opening of the Mainland Chinese economy in
the beginning of the 80s, many manufacturing firms have shifted their production
base (mostly unskilled-intensive tasks) across the border to the Pearl-River-Delta
area where labour cost is about one-tenth of that in Hong Kong. This put downward
pressure both on the employment opportunity and wage for unskilled workers. I
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consider the ^domestic export of manufactured goods (SITC code 6 ) as a percent of
GDP” as a measure of how the increase in international competition affects the wage
differentials in Hong Kong. I believe that the job loss and wage depression for the
unskilled workers resulting from the shift of production base should be reflected by
this variable. Based on the international competition hypothesis, a decrease in the
domestic exports of manufacturing goods should increase the wage gaps between
skilled and unskilled workers as employment shifts away from unskilled workers. So,
I expect a negative relationship between these trade variable and wage differentials.
Since the analysis centers on the export competitiveness of Hong Kong
compared with other newly industrialized economies, the exchange rate should
undoubtedly play an important role. For this reason, I include the '"export-weighted
Effective Exchange Rate Indices (EER1)” in this study as an explanatory variable. It
indicates the Hong Kong dollar’s overall external value against a basket of If
currencies and thus can be used to assess the impact of exchange rate change on
export trade performance which in turn could affect wage differentials in Hong Kong.
I recognized the &ct that the domestic export is a function of the ERR1, while there is
still possible that their empirical impact may be different between short-run and
long-run. The expected relationship between the export-weighted exchange rate and
wage gaps is positive. A strengthening of the HK dollar would reduce the export
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competitiveness and export trade flow as the relative price of Hong Kong export
commodities will increase compared with other trade competitors. As the exports of
unskilled-labour-intensive commodities are more sensitive to the changes of
exchange rate than those of more skilled-labour-intensive commodities, the wage
gaps between skilled and unskilled workers should rise when the HK dollar
appreciates.

IV.

Unemployment rate
Business cycles may have differential effects on wages of different types of

workers and therefore may explain some of the unexpected increase in earnings
inequality. In this study, I use unemployment rate to capture such a possible effect on
widening wage differentials. A positive sign is expected for this variable because I
expect that unskilled workers are more likely to be unemployed during economic
downturns. Moreover, the threat of being unemployed faced by workers during poor
economic performance gives employers an opportunity to minimize production cost
by offering lower wage without bearing a risk of high turnover rate. The reason
behind is that workers tend to accept a reduction of wage as they may recognize that
the time length of finding another job is particularly longer in face of high
unemployment and thus would increase the opportunity cost of job quitting. So,
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employers may benefit while workers may suffer from high unemployment. The case
is particularly serious among unskilled workers given an assumption that skilled
workers may have a relatively stable job attachment compared to those unskilled
workers. These differential impacts of business cycles should widen the earnings gap
between them.

V.

Inflation rate
Previous overseas studies on the relation between inflation and inequality

showed that inflation's effect on inequality is not as pronounced as that of
unemployment (Bland & Blinder 1986; Slottje 1987; Blank 1989). In Hong Kong,
however, no empirical study has been carried out to analyse its redistributive effect
on the economy. This study will try to throw light upon this question. I expect that
skilled workers may have a greater ability to protect themselves against inflation due
to their higher bargaining power in wage setting process relative to unskilled workers.
So, I expect that there should be a positive relationship between inflation rate and
wage differentials.
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Empirically, when we regress a time series variable on another time series
variable, very often, we can easily obtain a very high R2, even though there may be
no meaningful relation between them. That is what we called “spurious regression”
This exists because both variables exhibit a strong time trend (upward or downward).
The use of cointegration technique (Engle and Granger 1987) can help us establish
whether the observed statistical relation between the variables is caused by their
strong time trend and whether there is a true relation between the two. In my study,
when an explanatory variable is detected to share consistently the long-run trend with
the wage inequality measures, we confirm that there is a relationship between them.
To do so, I need to first test whether my wage differentials series and explanatory
variable series contain a unit root. If a time series has no unit root or in other words it
is stationary, then it means that the series is mean-reverting and thus has no long-run
stochastic trend. No further investigation needs to be done-for.such.a.series..However,
if a wage differential series does have a unit root， I will then check to see whether it
is eointegrated with any of the explanatory variable series. The cointegration test will
be carried out on the ''level form" of a wage differentials series and an explanatory
variable series. The use of the ''level form" rather than the "first-difference" of a
series makes sure that the long-run persistent trend in a series is not differenced out.
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Having discussed the theoretical relationships between the trends in wage
differentials and the proposed explanatory variables in the previous chapter, I now
turn the focus to econometric measurements. Section one presents the results of the
unit root and the cointegration test. Section two accesses the effect of the explanatory
variables on wage differentials by OLS regression analysis. The results of the
estimates of the error correction model are shown in Section three.

5.1

Unit root and Cointegration test
Inthissection ， Itrytofindoutw hiehexplanatoryvariableshowsalong-

mn trend with wage differentials by the use of cointegration analysis. I first checked
the stationarity of all wage differentials series. To determine whether a series
contains a unit root, we simply need to regress the change in the series △ Yt = (Yt Y y) against its lagged one- period value, with a constant term as follows :
A Y t=

a + 6 Y tA+ fit

--------

(5.1)

The null hypothesis of containing a unit root (Ho : 5 = 0) is tested against the
alternative hypothesis of trend stationarity (Ha : 6 < 0). We test the hypothesis by
comparing the t-statistic to the appropriate critical values. (Dickey-Fuller Test). Table
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5.1 and 5.2 show that the hypothesis of containing a unit root cannot be rejected for
the "In Wsu - In Wop" and H u - /S s" wage differential series with p-value of 0.81
and 0.21 respectively, meaning that both series are not mean-reverting and so contain
a stochastic trend. For the "

u - y3 p" series, the test statistics shows that null

hypothesis of being a unit root can be rejected at

10

percent significance level with p-

value of 0.066, indicating the series is trend stationary (no unit root) rather than
difference-stationary (stochastic trend). Since my study focus on explaining the
stochastic trend of the wage differentials, therefore, no further investigation will be
carried out for the

u - yS p” series.

The next step is to find out which explanatory variables follow a common
stochastic trend with the wage differentials series (In Wsu _ In Wop and ySu —ySg). I
begin the analysis by plotting the explanatory variables against the wage differentials
series. As shown by figure 5.1 and 5.2, all variables seem to have a trend and
therefore are not stationary. The test is then carried out on whether the trends are
deterministioi or stoohastio (have a unit root). The test statistics arc shown in oolumn
1 of table 5.1 and 5.2. The p-values indicate that all test statistics are insignificant or
in other words all series contain a unit root, except for the sectoral shift index based
on quarterly interval data shown in table 5.2. From the graphs, we can see that most
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of the variables in the figures appear to follow close pattern with the wage
differential series. However, some of them appear to move in the same direction in
the earlier period but no close link in the latter period. For example, figure 5.1 (ii)
and (vii) show that the sectoral shift index (half-year interval) and inflation rate
follow a similar pattern with the "In Wsu - In Wop Hseries in the earlier period, while
both of them experienced a decline during the latter period when the wage gap
continued to increase. But patterns drawn form the graphs are not conclusive, we
need the help of statistics tools to give us a clear picture.
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T a b le 5.1 U n it r o o t a n d c o in te g r a tio n te s t fo r t h e o c c u p a tio n a l m e a s u r e
o f w a g e d iffe r e n tia l

P value fo r h ypothesis tests *
N on -coin tegrated w ith
U nit root

In W su - In W op series

D ependent V a r ia b le :
Supervisory/operatives series

0.810

/

i. Manufacturing share

1.000

0 .056

ii. Sectoral shift index

0.124

0.813

i.K /L 10%c5

0.999

0.078

ii.K /L 15% 5

0.999

0.073

i. Effective exchange rate

0.860

0.031

ii. Export o f manufactured good as a % o f GDP

0.889

0.002

4. U nem ploym ent rate

0.195

0.634

5. Inflation rate

0.585

0.716

In dependent V a r ia b le s:
1. D eindustrialization hypothesis:

2. Skill-biased technology ch an ge hypothesis:

3. International com petition hypothesis :

* p-value for Dickey-Fuller test
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Table 5.2 Unit root and cointegration test for the educational measure
of wage differential
P v alu e fo r h ypothesis tests *
N on-cointegrated w ith
U nit root

u -

s series

D ependent V a r ia b le :
0.066

/

0.209

/

i. Manufacturing share

0.996

0.003

ii. Sectoral shift index

4.03E -05

0.270

i.K /L 10% 5

0.903

0.003

ii.K /L 1 5 % 5

0.934

0.002

i. Effective exchange rate

0.776

0.091

ii. Export o f manufactured good as a % o f GDP

0.001

0.173

4. U nem ploym ent rate

0.335

0.200

5. Inflation rate

0 .507

0.139

冷

u _卢 p

召

u -

召

s

Independent V a r ia b le s:
1. D eindustrialization hypothesis:

2. Skill-biased technology ch an ge hypothesis:

3. International com petition h y p o th e sis:

* p -v a lu e for D ic k e y -F u lle r test
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Since both the wage differentials series and explanatory variables series are
nonstationary, I need to test further to see whether some of the explanatory variables
series, despite being individually nonstationary, are cointegrated with the wage
dififerentials series. To determine whether two variables are cointegrated, we simply
need to find out whether the regression residuals are stationary. Therefore, I first
regress each wage differentials series on each explanatory variables series to obtain
regression residuals, that is simply to run the following equation:
Yt = a i + a 2X t + / / 1 ----------

(5.2)

The test is then carried out to see whether the residual series " t contains a unit root.
If it is found out to be stationary, then I can confirm that, despite being individual
nonstationary, they are cointegrated and thus share the same stochastic trend. Note
that the cointegrating regression (5.2) can have any number of variables up to k
variables. Column 2 of table 5.1 and 5.2 show the p-values for the test of the null
hypothesis that each explanatory variable is individually not cointegrated with the
wage differentials series. I find that the null hypothesis can be rejected for .
“manufacturing employment share”， “capital labour ratio” when a depreciation rate
of 10% and 5% is assumed, and the “effective exchange rate” The null hypothesis
can also be rejected for the ^domestic exports of manufactured good as a percentage
of GDPMin table 5.1. So, I confirm that the manufacturing employment share, capital
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labour ratio and effective exchange rate share the same long-run stochastic trend with
both my wage differentials measures. The domestic export of manufactured good as
a percentage of GDP shares the same stochastic trend with only the Hln Wsu - In
Wop”series.
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Regression analysis
Although the use of cointegration analysis can help to identify which

factors are potentially associated with the long-mn movement of wage differentials it
cannot show how strong the associations are between these factors and wage gaps
measures. Therefore, I cany out a univariate regression of wage differentials series
on each explanatory variable which has been already tested to have a common
stochastic trend with the wage differentials series. Table 5.3 and 5.4 show the result
that all of the explanatory variables have the expected sign and are significantly
correlated with the wage differentials.
1

also consider multivariate regression with all cointegrated explanatory

variables against my wage differentials measures. Table 5.5 reports the results for the
Wsu - In WopMseries, and table 5.6 for the " >SU —ySg" series. Since the
manufacturing employment share and capital labour ratios are highly correlated, in
order to avoid the problem of multicollinearity， these two variables are located
separately under different model specifications.
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Table 5.3 Univariate regression results for occupational measure of wage differential

Dependent variable : ,fIn Wsu- In WopH
a)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Constant

1.0154
(0.000)

0.8823
(0.000)

0.8990
(0.000)

-0.9897
(0.000)

0.9149
(0.000)

Manufacturing share

•0.0950
(0.000)

E xplanatory variables

0.0585
(0.000)

K /L a t l0 % 5

0 .0 5 8 9
(0.000)

K /L a t l5 % 5

EER

-0.0462
(0.598)

EER (-1)

0.4020
(0.000)
-0.1607
(0.000)

Exp/GDP

R2
N
Note :

0.571

0.456

0.459

0.722

0.686

31

31

31

30

31

p-value are in parentheses
EER. EER(-1)
= Effective exchange rate (export-weighted) and its lagged value
Exp/GDP
s D om estic export o f manufactured good as a percentage o f GDP
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T a b le 5 .4 U n iv a r ia te r e g r e s s io n r e s u lts fo r e d u c a tio n a l m e a s u r e o f w a g e d iffe r e n tia l

D e p e n d e n t v a r ia b le
Explanatory variables

" yd t 丨
- /V

：

，

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Constant

2.2582
(0.000)

1.5755
(0.000)

1.6716
(0.000)

-2.8323
(0.198)

Manufacturing share

-0.3870
(0.000)
0.1955
(0.000)

K /L a t l0 % 5

0.2052
(0.000)

K /L a t I 5 % 5
EER

1.4604
(0.079)

E E R (-l)

-2.1980
(0.072)

EER (-2)

1.5373
(0.094)

R2
N
Note :

0.427

0.409

0.421

0.221

32

32

32

30

p-value are in parentheses
FFR E E R (-l), EER(-2)= EflFective exchange rate (export-weighted) and its lagged value
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Table 5^ Multiple regression results for occupational measure of wage dilTerential
Dependent variable : "In Wsu- In W 0p"
(i)

(2)

(3)

Constant

0 .8166
(0.150)

0.8095
(0 1 4 8 )

0.7961
(0.155)

Manufacturing share

-0.0450
(0.103)

E xplanatory variab les

0.0301
(0.100)

K /L a t l0 % 5

0.0298
(0.106)

K /L a t l5 % 5

Exp/GDP

-0.1060
(0.000)

-0.1163
(0.000)

-0.1152
(0.000)

EER

-0.2458
(0.008)

-0.2623
(0.008)

-0.2598
(0.008)

E E R (-l)

0 .2824
(0.001)

0.2915
(0.000)

0 .2929
(0.001)

0.849

0 .850

0.850

1.79

1.81

1.80

( 0 .0 0 0 )

( 0 .0 0 0 )

( 0 .0 0 0 )

30

30

29

R2
Durbin-Watson
Test for non-cointegrated hypothesis
N
Note :

p-values are in parentheses
EER. EER(-1)
= EfFective exchange rate (export-weighted) and its lagged value
Exp/G DP
= D om estic export o f manu&ctured good as a percentage o f GDP
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Table 5 .6 Multiple regression results for educational measure of wage differential
Dependent v a r i a b l e u - 召 s ”
Explanatory variables

a)

(2)

(3)

Constant

3.8746
(0.108)

1.0980
(0.579)

1.0931
(0.573)

Manufacturing share

-0.4617
(0.000)
0.2159
(0.000)

K /L a t l0 % 5

0.2253
(0.000)

K /L a t l5 % 5

EER

0 .0154
(0.983)

0.3300
(0.637)

0.3442
(0.615)

E E R (-l)

-2.1730
(0.026)

-2.2783
(0.021)

•2.2720
(0.020)

EER (-2)

1.8690
(0.013)

2.0633
(0.008)

2.0653
(0.007)

0.542

0.531

0 .545

1.31

1.30

1.33

(0 .0 0 3 )

(0 .0 0 3 )

(0 .0 0 3 )

30

30

30

R2
Durbin-Watson
Test for non-cointegrated h>pothesis
N
Note :

p-values are in parentheses
EER, E E R (-l) EER(-2) = Effective exchange rate (export-weighted) and its lagged value
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The results show that all explanatory variables produce significant
coefficients with the expected sign, even allowing for the presence of other variables.
The manufacturing employment share is negatively and significantly correlated with
the wage differentials series, with

1

percent decline in manufacturing employment

share associated with 0.045 percent (p-values: 0.103) increase in the M
ln Wsu - In
WopMseries, and 0.462 percent (p-value: 0.000) increase in the

一 沒

s" series.

This shows that the decline in manufacturing employment share would depress the
wage for unskilled workers as the demand shift away from them and thus widen the
wage gap.
For the technological measure, log capital labour ratio at 10 and 15 percent
depreciation rate are positively and significantly correlated with the increase in wage
differentials, with

1

percent increase in the capital labour ratio will increase the "In

Wsu - In WopMseries by about 0.03 percent ( p-value:0.10 ) and increase the M)SU~
ySsMseries by about 0.22 percent (p-value=0.00). With the increase in the capital
labour ratio (proxiedifor technological nnpiTJvemenl),rthisrwill imci^aselhe marginal
productivity of skilled workers more than that of unskilled workers as well as shift
the demand in favor of skilled workers because they are more adaptive to
technological change. As a result, the wage differential between skilled and unskilled
workers would rise.
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For the eflFective exchange rate (EER), the data suggests that its impact on
the wage differentials is not instantaneous. I find that both the current value and one
lag need to be included as the explanatory variables for the "In Wsu - In WopMseries
and up to two lag for the "

u —^5 SMseries. Notice that adding more lags does not

improve the overall goodness-of-fit and the estimated coefficients of the more lagged
values become statistically insignificant. Table 5.5 shows that one lagged value of the
EER is positively and significantly correlated with the "In Wsu - In WopMseries, with
1 percent increase in the EER will increase the wage gap by about 0.29 percent (pvalue: 0.001). For the H^5 u -

s " series (table 5.6), the lagged two value of the EER

show up a significant coefficient with the expected sign. The estimated coefficient is
1.87 in model one and about 2.06 in model two and three of table 5.6. All of them are
significant at 1 percent level. This implies that the appreciation in Hong Kong dollar
would make the domestic export of manufactured good less attractive and thus
reduces the demand for unskilled workers, therefore contributing to the increase in
the wage differentials. Since the "In Wsu - In Wop" series and " yS u —yS s" series are
based on half-yearly and quarterly data respectively so that the time interval of one
lag for the "In Wsu - In WopHseries and two lag for the " >SU —^SsMseries is equal,
therefore, the impact of the EER on the wage gap may have a time lag of about
months.
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Domestic exports of manufactured good a$ a percentage of GDP is
statistically significantly different from zero at less than
negative effect on the wage differential,

1

1

percent level and have a

percent decline being accompanied by

about 0.11 percent increase in the "In Wsu - In Wop” series. This suggests that the
decline in manufacturing export would shift the demand away from unskilled
workers to skilled workers, thereby widening the wage differential between them.
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Estimates o f Error Correction Model
I have further tested the stationarity of the residuals obtained from the

multivariate regressions. The null hypothesis that the variables are not cointegrated
can be rejected at less than

1

percent significance level for all model specifications

shown in table 5.5 and 5.6. This indicates that my wage differential measures and the
explanatory variables under the multiple regressions are cointegrated and there has a
long-run equilibrium relationship between them. Of course, there may be
disequilibrium in the short-run, which in turn, should be reflected by the error term in
regression (5.2). Therefore, we can use this error term, called ^equilibrium error,,J to
tie the short-run behaviour of the “In Wsu _ In Wop”, and “ 泠 u —yS s” to its long-run
values. The error correction model (Engle and Granger 1987) is estimated by the
following equation:

AYt =

a l+ a 2^ X l+ a i/ilA+ £t -------- (5.3)

where △ denotes first difference;

is the one-period lagged value of the residual

obtained from multivariate regression (5.2) and £ is the error term with the usual
properties. In this regression, AXt captures the short-run effect of X on Y, whereas
the error correction term " M captures the adjustment toward the long-run
equilibrium. If a

3

is statistically significant, it shows what proportion of the

disequilibrium in Y in one period is corrected in the next period.
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Table 5.7 presents the results of the error correction model for the
occupational measure of wage differential. For the manufacturing employment share,
the p-value is 0 .8 6 , which suggests that the impact of its short-run changes on the wln
Wsu - In

is insignificant. The capital labour ratio at 10% and 15% depreciation

rate are only marginally significant, with

1

percent short-run changes in the capital

labour ratio associated with 0.21 percent (assumed

10 %

to 0.18 percent (assumed

15% 5 ) in the wage gap. The domestic export of manufactured good as a percentage
of GDP is also significant at borderline, with 1 percent of its short-run changes i$
accompanied with about 0.045 to 0.052 percent increase in the “In Wsu - In WCp”
The short-run changes of the one lagged value of EER have significant positive
effect on the “In Wsu - In Wop” A 1 percent short_run changes in the EER is
associated with about 0.15 to 0.2 percent increase in the wage gap. Moreover, model
(1), (2) and (3) show that about 0.82 percent of the discrepancy between the actual
and the long-run， or equilibrium value, of “In Wsu - In W0p” is corrected each
quarter
The results for the error correction model for the educational measure of
wage differentials are presented in table 5.8. For the manufacturing employment
share， the impact of its short-run changes on the ‘‘ yS u —
p-value is only 0.27. The capital labour ration at
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significant at 5 percent level， with 1 percent of its short-run changes will increase the
wage gap by about 1.66 percent (assumed 10% 5 ) and 1.51 percent (assumed 15%
6 ). The short-run change of the two lagged value of the EER have significant
positive effect on the “ 召 u —

泠

s’’， with 1 percent short-run changes in the EER is

associated with about 1.57 to 1.84 percent increase in the wage differential. Overall,
model (1), (2) and (3) show that about 0.68 to 0.88 percent of the discrepancy
between the actual and the long-run value of the
quarter
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Estimates of error correction model: Occupational measure of wage
Differential

Dependent variable : A ( In Wsu - In Wop)
E xplanatory variables

a)

(2)

(3)

Constant

0.0028
(0.524)

-0.0087
(0.291)

-0.0073
(0.350)

A Manufacturing share

-0.0148
(0.861)
0.2071
(0.124)

A K /L a tl0 % (5

0.1825
(0.149)

A K /L a t l5 % 5

A Exp/GDP

-0.0521
(0.096)

-0.0447
(0.122)

-0.0459
(0.114)

A EER

-0.2251
(0.013)

-0.1841
(0.034)

-0.1876
(0.031)

A E E R (-l)

0.1509
(0.016)

0.1958
(0.004)

0.1943
(0.005)

-0.8272
(0.000)

-0.8179
(0.000)

-0.8264
(0.000)

0 .620

0.653

0 .6 4 7

Durbin-Watson

1.69

1.68

1.69

N

29

29

29

^ (-D

R2

Note :

p-values are in parentheses
EER. EER(-1)
= Effective exchange rate (export-weighted) and its lagged value
Exp/G D P
= D om estic export o f manufactured good as a percentage o f G D P
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Estimates of error correction m o d e l : Educational measure of wage
differential

Dependent variable: A (
Explanatory variables

召u -

泠

(1)

(2)

(3)

Constant

-0.0047
(0.741)

-0.0457
(0.090)

-0.0404
(0.068)

A Manufacturing share

-0.6430
(0.266)
1.6633
(0.043)

A K/Latl0%5

1.5114
(0.022)

A K/Latl5%5
A EER

0.9636
(0.882)

0.5524
(0.368)

0.6047
(0.314)

A EER(-l)

-1.9048
(0.008)

-2.4082
(0.001)

-2.5024
(0.001)

A E E R (-2)

1.5710
(0.031)

1.8107
(0.010)

1.8438
(0.008)

-0.6830
(0.002)

-0.8342
(0.000)

-0.8784
(0.000)

0.507

0.563

0.586

Duibin-Watson

1.89

2.08

2.13

N
Note :

29

29

29

R2

p-values are in parentheses
EER, EER(-l) EER(-2) = Effective exchange rate (export-weighted) and its lagged value
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In summary， this study identifies the key factors which explain the wage
differentials in Hong Kong, they are: the manufacturing employment share, the
capital labour ratio, the effective exchange rate and the percentage GDP share of
domestic export of manufactured goods. Both their short-run and long-run effects on
the wage gaps have been investigated. One remaining concern of the analysis is the
time span of the data. The data period of the Hln Wsu - In WopHseries is from 1983 to
1998， while that of the

—ySsMseries is from 1985 to 1992. Campbell and

Perrson (1991) argued that the time span of the data is more important than the
number of observations when the analysis is focused on the long-run properties of
the data. For the "In Wsu —In W0p" series， the time span of the data is probably
sufficient for the cointegration analysis. However, the analysis for the MyS u — s M
series is not above criticism as the data covers eight years. Since this dependent
variable series also offers consistent results, we can treat the model with this series as
a supplementary analysis.
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It should be clear from the above discussions so far that the unskilled
workers in Hong Kong have faced tremendous hardship in terms of declining relative
wages and rising unemployment. The reason behind this is clear, namely, the shift in
relative demand against them. In view of Hong Kong's economic development, the
demand for unskilled labour is likely to decline further in the future. So, what should
be the policy response? From the economic point of view, we need to first identify
whether government intervention is needed or appropriate. If the answer is yes, then,
the next question is: what should the government do in response to the problems?
Conventionally, government intervention can be justified on "efficiency" grounds
such as the need to correct for an externality or an imperfect market. Another
justification can be based on "equity" considerations. This "efficiency-equity"
framework provides a basis for government intervention in the free market. Three
types of policy will be dealt with in this study, they are : redistributive measures
including minimum wage law and negative income tax, training, and wage subsidy.
Noted that this chapter only deals with some general considerations and principles of
policy. A detailed analysis covering the technical, administrative issues will be
necessary before any suggested policy tool can be implemented.
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Redistributive m easures:
Minimum wage law and Negative income tax

There is no legal minimum wage for local workers in Hong Kong.
However， the introduction of 汪 minimum wage is high on the agenda for some prolabour political parties and pressure groups. A recent Hong Kong Social Security
Society study proposed a $5832 minimum wage for local workers in order to ensure
an acceptable "living wage" for them. The study found that there were about
206,0000 workers who had experienced a real wage loss over the past five years. Of
these, elementary workers suffered the most with a 13 percent decline in their real
wage. Meanwhile, economic recession has pushed more workers into the bottom of
the income ladder. The share of the poorly paid workers whose monthly earnings
were less than $5,000 increased by 8.5 percent between 1997 and 1998. Indeed, the
issue on the introduction of a minimum wage has raised controversy within society.
The minimum wage has traditionally been viewed as a tool to redistribute
income in favor of low-wage workers. In response to the widening earnings
differentials observed in many developed countries, Freeman (1996) recognized that
"an appropriately set minimum [wage] can be a modestly effective redistributive
tool."(p.640). However， a standard minimum wage model using a simple supply and
demand analysis provides an unambiguous prediction that an effective mini mum
wage reduces employment, particularly among the unskilled workers. Since only the
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employed workers at the minimum wage gain, while those being denied employment
opportunity lose, it implies that the benefits of a minimum wage would not be evenly
distributed across the unskilled workers.
Alternatively, the monopsony labour model has received much attention in
the recent theoretical debate about the employment effect of minimum wage (Card &
Krueger, 1995). It is argued that employers in the low-wage labour market have some
power over the wage setting process (employers face upward sloping marginal factor
cost line), so workers are usually paid less than their marginal product. In this case, it
is possible that an appropriately set minimum wage could increase employment. It
implies that the redistributive effect of minimum wage is assured as there would be
no employment losses. However, the applicability of the monopsony model has also
received severe criticism from many economists. Since there are usually many
buyers of the unskilled labour service in the real world， each firm employs only a
small fraction of them, so the degree of monopsony power is believed to be very
small.
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During the early 1980s, there was a consensus among economists that an
effective minimum wage reduces employment (Brown, Gilroy and Kohen, 1982). Yet,
several recent studies found that such effects, if any, are very small, and they are
likely to be positive rather than negative (Card 1992; Card & Krueger 1994; Card &
Krueger 1995). However, these findings were not above criticism (Neumark &
Wascher 1992, 1995; Ho 1996b).
Overall, the conflicting results of several recent studies may suggest that
the effects of a minimum wage on employment are small. However, there is still a
risk of significant job losses if a minimum wage is set at a sufficiently high level
(Freeman 1996). Moreover, even if the short-term effects of a minimum wage on
employment are negligible, it is entirely possible that its long-term effects are more
substantial since employers would economize the production cost by hiring fewer
workers in order to stay competitive. So, the narrowing wage differentials may be
achieved at the expense of widening unemployment differential between skilled and
unskilled workers. Therefore, although the minimum wage legislation, which sets a
wage floor in the labour market can be justified on equity grounds, from the
efficiency point of view, it may produce more costs (in terms of adverse effect on
employment and business investment) than benefits (in terms of redistribution).
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Another redistributive tool to assist the low-wage workers is known as the
negative income tax which was first proposed by Milton Friedman. It ensures a
minimum income for households whose tax liability was negative by providing a
grant or a tax credit to them. Although the idea has found favor among economists, it
has not been introduced comprehensively anywhere. The main objection is that such
a scheme gives money to anyone as long as his income is below some minimum
threshold， regardless of the employment status. This certainly creates an adverse
effect on the incentive to work and also the incentive to invest in human capital.
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Supply-side measure : Training
Education and re-training are widely recognized as important policy tools to

deal with skill obsolescence during the process of economic restructuring. The
supply-side solution to the problems caused by the relative demand shift away from
unskilled workers would be government action to increase the relative supply of
skilled workers through retraining of unskilled workers into a skill category in order
to offset the negative effect of the decline in the demand for unskilled workers. For
those displaced workers who remain unskilled, their labour market conditions can be
improved as the availability of unskilled workers in the workplace becomes
relatively scarce.
Figure 6.1 Shifting the relative supply of skilled workers

unskilled workers
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Figure 6.1 shows that the expansion in the relative supply of skilled workers
would narrow the wage gap between skilled and unskilled workers, therefore
achieving equity. It can also improve economic efficiency since market failures tend
to generate insufficient investment in skills.
Market failure arises when employers cannot fully capture the potential
benefit from the training they provide, or workers are unable to receive full
compensation to cover the cost of the training they have incurred. For pure firmspecific training， which increases the worker’s productivity only in the firm which
provides the tuning, the cost of training is optimally borne by the employers and the
workers, with the productivity gains being shared between the employers and the
trainees in terms of enhanced fUture earnings and higher expected profit respectively.
In this case, both parties can fully reap all the potential benefit from the training, so,
no market failure arises here.
However， there are very few skills that are solely firm-specific in the real
world. For transferable skills, which are potentially of use to some other firms, the
return to a transferable training will be shared between the worker， the training firm，
and alternative employers who may find the training useful. However, the cost of
training is borne only by the workers and training firm. This creates an "poaching
externality" problem. How serious this externality problem depends on the market
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competition and workers5 mobility. This problem is particularly serious among
unskilled workers, since firms are unlikely to invest specific training for older
workers with limited education^ so their skills and training are normally accompanied
with larger "poaching externality".
The free market may also lead to underinvestment in skill acquisition
because of ''imperfection in the capital market11. Since human capital does not
represent credible collateral against loan default, this credit constraint together with
the greater difficulty of financing investment of training among unskilled workers
will prevent them from acquiring sufficient amount of training. As the sources of
market failure discussed above, it should be clear that the need for government
intervention in the provision of training is desirable.
In the face of economic restructuring in Hong Kong, the Employees Re
training Board was established in 1992 in order to plan and implement the retraining
programs for displaced workers. Actually, the main responsibility of the Employees
Re-training Broad is to make full use of Hong Kong's manpower resources and help
the unemployed workers find jobs and acquire new skills. Under the Employee Re
training Scheme, many full-time and part-time courses are provided by various
agencies including the Vocational Training Council, Hong Kong College of
Technology and other training bodies. Generally, they can be classified into four
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groups. Firstly， there are core courses on job search and interviewing skill. The
second category is specific job skill courses including practical skills for certain
industries such as the construction and hostel industries. The third category is general
courses, which aim to enhance computer knowledge and language ability. Finally,
there are courses aimed at upgrading existing skills.
However, the cost-effectiveness of the overall program is very doubtful.
Since most of the retrainees are old in age with limited education background, it is
difficult for them to learn and make use of new skills within a short period of time.
Although the claimed job placement rate was satisfactory, it was believed to be over
estimated and even misleading (Wong 1997). Moreover, any enhancement in their
future earnings may not be sufficient enough to cover the cost of training because
their remaining working life is relatively short. In addition, apart from the tailormade courses, many other programs provide just general training. Since many
workers already possess these general skills in the open labour market, employers
can easily recruit these able workers and thus are less likely to employ those
retrainees who are still unfamiliar with the new skills. This further reduces the
effectiveness of the re-training programs.
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It is possible that the rise in the relative share of skilled workers can be
focused on new entrants to the labour force through an expansion in higher education,
however， the share would inevitably increase slowly， and it may take many years
before the economic hardship of unskilled workers can be overcome. Therefore, it is
important to consider other policy tools to help the unskilled workers.
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Demand-side measure : Wage subsidy for the disadvantaged
Given that the supply-side approach would only yield results slowly， the

demand-side approach which aims to offset the reduction in the relative demand for
unskilled workers should be seriously considered. The wage subsidy is one way
forward. The design of wage subsidies can take many fonns. It can be either applied
universally to all employment, or targeted at specific groups of workers. International
experiences showed that targeted wage subsidies (e g. public assistance recipients，
the disabled, or the long-term unemployed) were found to be less-effective than a
universal wage subsidies as they may stigmatize the targeted workers and thus reduce
an employer^ interest in the program (Kate 1996). The proposed wage subsidy
outlined in this study is the universal wage subsidy. The basic idea behind such the
scheme is to give employers an appropriate incentive to increase the utilization of
unskilled workers by reducing the costs of hiring them. To put it simply, firms, which
choose to employ unskilled workers, would receive a periodic grant from the
government thereby increasing the demand for these workers, which will improve
their employability and earnings.
Phelps (1994) makes a strong argument for low-wage employment subsidies
based on equity considerations, the social cost of excessive unemployment and
externality. From a theoretical point of view, workers in a competitive market are
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paid at their "private marginal revenue productivity" no matter how low it is.
However, as the free market tends to reduce employment opportunities and oflFer very
low market wages for the unskilled workers, these conditions could generate negative
external effects. The obvious examples are crime, drugs abuse, health problems such
as stress and alcoholism and social unrest. In particular, the poor labour market
performances by the unskilled workers would have negative effects on the next
generation. Undoubtedly, measures to combat these problems would have economic
costs. Moreover, economists recognize that prolonged unemployment has social costs
resulting from a loss of productivity or a waste of human capital and thus is
inefficient. As the declining relative wages and rising unemployment among the
disadvantaged would have external costs， measures to reverse these effects, by
allowing them to continue as productive members of the community, would have
extemalbenefits.
The presence of these external effects， which constitute a gap between the
private and social benefits from the increased employment of the unskilled workers,
provides ground for government intervention through the universal wage subsidy. In
a competitive labour market, a firms factor demand curve equals the "private
marginal product*1 curve (PMP). Figure 6.2 shows that the market wage does not
correctly reflect the true "marginal social product" (SMP) of an extra unit of the
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employment of the unskilled workers. So, the government can subsidize the
employment by the difference between the "PMP" and "SMP"， that is the
productivity of these workers external to the private firms hiring them. Then^ the
PMP (including the subsidy) will equal the SMP. As a result, the wage subsidy that
reduces the cost of hiring the unskilled workers would thus increase their
employment and wage to a socially efficient level.

It is argued that the cost of subsidy can be financed by raising the income
tax rates on skilled / high-paid workers. Indeed, the proposed scheme may have some
revenue gains and potential budgetary savings through its external benefits to society,
such as lower cost in crime fighting. The improved labour market conditions of the
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disadvantaged are also associated with less demand on public assistance and thus
may actually save money. Moreover， as the re-training programme was found to be a
costly and ineffective way of assisting the unskilled workers to acquire skills, wage
subsidy which increases the unemployed workers* potential of gaining work, would
also improve their human capital through leaming-by-doing. Therefore, the cost of
providing a wage subsidy may be of greater value than that of providing re-training.
Besides, there would be extra tax revenue from increased corporate profits generated
by the increased employment and output.

In summary， I have assessed a range of policy tools based on an
"efficiency-equity" framework and "cost-benefit" analysis. It was believed that the
universal wage subsidy programme had several advantages over the other policy
alternatives. Firstly， like the minimum wage， the wage subsidy program addresses
social concern of equity by ensuring a minimum income， however， it does not set a
wage floor in the labour market. By providing a subsidy, wage setting and hiring
decision will still remain in the hands of employers and therefore leave the market to
function freely. Secondly, while the minimum wage legislation may have a negative
effect on employment, the wage subsidy would only yield employment gain. Unlike
the negative income tax, which is unconditional on working and thus has a
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disincentive eflfect, the universal wage subsidy does increase the unskilled workers1
incentive to work by raising their take-home wage. It should be recognized that the
increase in tax rate on skilled workers would diminish their incentive to acquire skills,
and to work. So, the shrinkage in the supply of skilled workers would reduce
efficiency. However, Hto the extent that the opportunity cost of being not employed is
very high for skilled workers, supply may be perfectly inelastic in the relevant range*'
(Ho 1999, p.15). If that is the case, supply of skilled workers will not decline.
Therefore, the proposed wage subsidy program will potentially improve both
economic efficiency and achieve equity.
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Conclusions

This study documented a clear trend and timing of the changes of wage
differentials by occupational classifications and educational qualifications in Hong
Kong. Both my time-series and cross-sectional data provides strong evidence that the
wage gaps experienced a sight decline in the first half of the 1980s, began to rise in
the late 1980s, and the rise has accelerated during the early 1990s.
The theoretical linkages that developed from the pervious literature on
wage inequality study in the US appear to be consistent with the case of Hong Kong.
By the use of cointegration analysis， this study assessed a range of possible factors
that influence wage differentials in Hong Kong. Such an analysis has never been
conducted for Hong Kong before. The main finding of the study is that the si
manufacturing employment in the total employment, capital-labour rati*
percentage of domestic export of manufactured goods in the GDP and ef
exchange rate share the same long-run trend with the wage gaps, and therefore
treated as the factors contributing to the widening wage inequality in Hong K〇 f
Several possible pitfalls with the present study should be mentioned,
the data set for the occupational measure of wage differential does not cont2
wage data of managerial and professional workers (the upper occupational rani
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the issue on whether "supervisory & technical workers' can be generally classified as
skilled workers in this study is debatable. I believe that the difference in average
wages received by the ‘supervisory & technical workers， and the ‘other operative， is
still large enough to reflect significant skill discrepancy between them. Moreover, I
have employed a unique unpublished data series — the experience-adjusted
percentage wage differential by educational levels. The use of such serious
overcomes the problem associated with distinguishing skill gaps using broad
occupation groups. However, the time series analysis for the educational measure of
wage gap is too short. An additional few more observations may change the results
significantly.
The evidence collected in this study implies that the causes for the growing
wage differentials appear to be multifaceted and interrelated. Yet, among the results,
one fact is clear. There is a substantial demand shift away from the unskilled workers
and towards the skilled workers. Based on the decomposition analysis, the findings
suggest that the "between industry" employment shift such as the one arising from
the decline of the manufacturing share and international trade is responsible for only
a minor part of the increase in the demand for skilled workers. What appear to be
more important are the demand forces that operated within industry, such as the
practice of outward processing and the skill-biased technological change.
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In view of the fact that the world economy will grow increasingly
competitive, it is reasonable to expect that there will be a further reduction in the
employment of unskilled workers. So, what should be the policy response? This
study examined several policy tools, including minimum wage legislation, a negative
income tax, re-training and wage subsidy. I believe that the proposed universal wage
subsidy programme is the most effective way to assist the disadvantaged and thus it
should be seriously considered.
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Notes :
1 . The

trends of the earnings differentials between university and secondary
graduates, and between university and primary graduates for each age (experience)
groups are shown as follows:
20-29:
The gaps were on a decreasing trend from 1985 to 1992.
30-39;
The gaps experienced a sight decline during the mid-80s but showed a
40-49:

definite increase in the early 90s.
The gaps increased significantly throughout the whole sample period.

50-59:
The gaps showed a modest increase.
60 + :
The gaps fluctuated and did not seem to exhibit a clear trend.
As the wage differentials by education levels display different patterns in relation
to workers* experience, the use of experience-adjusted method can help to control
the influence of experience levels on the earnings, so I can exactly tell whether the
difference in education qualifications is responsible for the rising wage inequality.
2 . For

details, please see Cheung, 1997.
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Appendix L
1. Calculation method of median wage
X

edu j

Cumulative y

X1

yi

Ci=yi

x2

y2

x2

y3

x4

y4

C2 = C I ” 2
C3 = C2 + y3
c 4 = C3 + y4

yn

Cn = Cn•
丨
+yn

n
i=l

Where x-th is the wage range, y is the number of employed person aged 15 or over,
eduj is the group with respect to different education levels andZy^ is the totaJ number of
employed workers of each edUj. The median wage worker, ymedian, is located at Z y; divided
by 2. Then we can determine which x4h where the ymedian should fell. Suppose the ymcdian
enter x3, we first need to identify the percentage point (position) of the ymedian m x 3» under
the assumption that workers within each wage rage are equally distributed, the median wage
is calculated as following:
{ ( ymedian- c 2> ’y3 *

咖明

〇fx3 )}+A e

如 池

8 p〇int of x3

2« Why use median wage:
If we use mean wage instead of its median, the figure is much soisitive to any
extreme hi^i wage woikers. Moreover, since the upper wage range is open-ended upwards,
it is not possible to estimate the average wage accurately. The median wage, being based on
the middle case, would not be affected by such problems. We should point out that the
median wage provides a conservative measure of wage differentials compared with the mean
wage measure.
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Appendix 2

Appendix 2. Estimated coefTicient ySof logarithmic earnings regression with
experience-adj usted
Year
〇 l 85
Q2 85
〇 3 85
〇 4 85
Q1 86
Q2 86
Q3 86
〇 4 86
Q1 87
02 87
〇 3 87
〇 4 87
〇 l 88
〇 2 88
Q3 88
04 88
Q1 89
〇 2 89
Q3 89
〇 4 89
Q1 90
〇 2 90
〇 3 90
04 90
〇 l 91
Q2 91
〇 3 91
0 4 91
Q1 92
0 2 92
Q3 92
Q4 92

D1
-0.980 (0.000)
-0.936 (0.000)
-0.970 (0.000)
-0.966 (0.000)
-0.961 (0.000)
-0.979 (0.000)
-0.982 (0.000)
- 1.000 (0.000)
- 1.000 (0.000)
-0.972 (0.000)
-0.968 (0.000)
■0.920 (0.000)
-0.974 (0.000)
-0.874 (0.000)
-0.856 (0.000)
-0.820 (0.000)
-0.875 (0.000)
-0.850 (0.000)
-0.844 (0.000)
-0.830 (0.000)
-0.853 (0.000)
-0.809 (0.000)
-0.845 (0.000)
-0.874 (0.000)
-0.859 (0.000)
-0.751 (0.000)
-0.745 (0.000)
-0.801 (0.000)
-0.825 (0.000)
-0.806 (0.000)
-0.767 (0.000)
-0.775 (0.000)

D2
-0.719 (0.000)
-0.721 (0.000)
-0.744 (0.000)
-0.751 (0.000)
-0.722 (0.000)
-0.770 (0.000)
-0.773 (0.000)
-0.802 (0.000)
-0.754 (0.000)
-0.769 (0.000)
-0.740 (0.000)
-0.706 (0.000)
-0.707 (0.000)
-0.679 (0.000)
-0.656 (0.000)
-0.641 (0.000)
-0.638 (0.000)
-0.642 (0.000)
-0.626 (0.000)
-0.613 (0.000)
-0.593 (0.000)
-0.599 (0.000)
-0.622 (0.000)
-0.678 (0.000>
-0.632 (0.000)
•0.550 (0.000)
•0.548 (0.000)
-0.604 (0.000)
-0.588 (0.000)
-0.603 (0.000)
-0.589 (0.000)
-0.602 (0.000)

D4
0.206 (0.106)
0.096 (0.488)
0.162 (0.156)
0.108 (0.445)
0.088 (0.580)
1.117(0.382)
0.052 (0.686)
0.056 (0.600)
0.217(0.020)
0.181 (0.086)
0.094 (0.437)
0.234 (0.028)
0.403 (0.002)
0.265 (0.022)
0.316(0.003)
0.267 (0.026)
0.338 (0.003)
0.301 (0.000)
0.163 (0.159)
0.367 (0.001)
0.351 (0.001)
0.267 (0.030)
0.273 (0.018)
0.273 (0.015)
0.389 (0.005)
0.444 (0.002)
0.340 (0.005)
0.339 (0.013)
0.452 (0.010)
0.432 (0.001)
0.512(0.001)
0.556 (0.000)

N o te :
1.

D l , D 2 and D 4 are th e dum m ies for workers w ith primary, secondary and university
education respectively.

2.

p -values are in parCTtheses

3.

T he estim ated co efficien ts >3 for each quarter are further adjusted for seasonal effect
b y th e u se o f "moving average m eth o d \
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